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Horn to Discuss Athletic Fundin9
Department Funded at $1.4 Mi//i.on this Year
The $1.4 million UNM athletic
budget is elephantine in comparison
to the $350,000 paid by student
fees~ ·
These mandatory fees will be
discussed at a meeting with Regent
Calvin Horn at 1 p.m. today in
Union, room 231..]3. ASUNM Senate
is currently discussing whether to
add a referendum to the spring
election asking students whether
they support a mandatory fee.
Pete McDavid, director of the
athletir. program, said .the
department paid $1,065,260 for the
various sports programs alone with
football receiving the largest
allocation at $594,720.
McDavid said the department also
paid $140,150 ~n administrative
salaries (not those of coaches); and a
fund of $113,300 for repairs,
maintainance, laundry, insurance,
re rrement and social secw:ity fees,
medical expenses and conference
fees.

Training, awards, books, NCAA
tees and overhead o£ abuut $B1,2SO
. are also paid, he said.
McDavid reports basketball
receives $207 ,870; baseball,
$60,600; golf, $19,320; gy:mnastics,
$24,550; swimming, $21,600; tennis,
$21,000; track, $86,650; wrestling,
$26,450 and skiing, $2500.
In some cases, McDavid explained,
these allocations do not .cover
coach's .fees; for instance,· the
swimming team coach is employed
and paid by the department of
health, physical education and
recreation.
In a different breakdown of the
$1.4 million, the department
allocated $420,700 for grants and
scholarships; $191,000 for coaches'
salaries; $171,000 for guarantees for
visiting athletic teams; $161,000 for
team travel and $60,000 for medical
expenses and supplies. All of these
are spread among the various teams

· and are included in the breakdown
g.h:.en abuve.
Even from these combined figures,
if the mandatory student fee ..was
subtracted the maximum amount of
money lo$t by the program would
not even cove:r the allocation for the
·
football team.
This year, the Lobo Booster Club,
with its 1100 members (over 680 last
year) will be able to raise anywhere
from $70,000 to $80,000 for the
department, said J, D. KaUer,
director of the organization.
KaUer has said that many of the
new members are lettermen (who
pay dues of $12 annually) and recent
graduates (who pay $25 annually).
This year, the Boosters donated
$40,000 (which will probably be
exceeded by 30 or 40 per cent next
year, Kailer said) to athletic
scholarships, $4000 Lo LuLoiing for
athletes plus giving $9900 to UNM
for scholarships from last year.
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ZIMMERMAN LIBRt~n
(UNM had budgeted $40,000 for
athletic .echol!u'~hips from the olub
last year and the Boosters donated
$81,500. They decided this year to
pay the administration the remaining
$9900 although it was not their
responsibility, Kailer said.
The Booster Club is responsible
for banquets, awards, gifts, pep band
trips, the Chaparrals, and some
uniforms, K.ailer said.
Kailer said, idealistically, he is also
in favor of making ath~ltic fees
voluntary. But, he said, at the
present time student fees are
necessary,
He said he would like to see more
student enthusiasm for sports. "If I
was paying $14 a year for something,
I'd be damned sure to be in my
seat.,,
The Booster's Club is located in
the athletic
epar men ,
er
explained, but pays rent and utilities
to the university .
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Vietnam Massacre Continues
'We Burn Childre·n' Harris
By MARK BLUM
Caning the wru: in Vietnam a
"massacre being committed on
the Southeast Asian people from
30,000 feet," David Harris
widely-known political activist
and draft resistor spoke to an
overflow crowd in the
Anthropology Lecture Hall
yesterday evening.
"American policy today is
created by men who say they
believe in peace, justice, freedom,
and democracy," Harris said.
''That same policy is causing over
one million dead and wounded a
~ar."

"We've become the people who
burn children with napalm not
because we want to, but because
we don't say 'no' to the war
machine."
Harris called for a struggle
based in "all levels of the
Atnerican society" to defeat the
system. "We're involved in a
struggle for our own existence as a
race of human beings," he told
the enthusiastic audience.
Noting that politicians ate like
a "surfer riding a wave. If the
direction of the wave changes
then the politician must move
with the wave,'' Harris said as he
answered a question asking if
change could come through the
polls.
Take Power
"More people are sick of
politicianff and don 1t want to be
involved with them," Harris said.
"We have a surplus of politicians
with a surplus of ideas.
"The American people have to
learn to take power into their own
hands in a sort of participatory
democracy.
"The change should come from
the bottom Up and should involve
American people on all levels of
society.
"When it comes down to it,
you know we're not going to have
a hell of a lot of choice on
election day in '7 2.;,
Harris said that he would have
voted for George Wallace in the
1968 election. uAt least he's
honest," he said. ''lie would have
run over you from the front and
said so, while the others would
have backed over you in the
middle of the night with their lights
off."
In noting the changing attitudes
of . the American people, Harris
<Y.:idfd since he's beert released from
prison, he's been from "a rock
concert in Los Angeles to a steel

be forgiven for the murder of
38,000 Americans and millions of
"The difference is," Harris said, Southeast Asians.
••that before I went to jail I would
'•secondly, amnesty will
have been beaten at that satne probably be limited only to those
steel workers convention. '.Vhe who fled the country betore they
constituency is 40 per cent larger entered the military service. It
than it was a year ago and much should also cover those poor GI's
more ready to listen.
who became upset over American
"I think there are two main policy and stole a pick-up and
mistakes the movement made that have never been heard from
alienated the people," Harris said. since."
"Firstly, too much time was
And third, "amnesty as a
spent sitting around and discussg bistoricttl concept has generally
ideologies. People became too been limited to those under death
inflexible.
sentence. Those who are being
"Secondly, members of the. ground. to powder by the
movement believed tltat because American war machine are the
they thought they understood the Southeast Asians who are
problems better than other continually dying, They ~.hould be
people, they were better than 95 granted amnesty,"
per cent of the American people.
llarris noted the war is being
We were only willing to talk in
abstractions about the poor fought today not from ''soldiers
worker, but not to actually deal in trenches" but rather from
"machines that drop mote bombs
with him., '
every
year on Vietnam than the
At a press conference held
earlier in the day, Harris told total bomb tonnage dropped on
members of the Albuquerque all the countries that were
media that if he had to have a involved in World War II and the
choice he would rather "be Korean War."
labeled as a criminal than as a
Hurt Students
butcher. 11
When asked if he would like to
.. Discussing his feelings about see the people of South Vietnam
amnesty, Harris said no one forced to live under rule from the
should be denied the right to North, Harris admitted ''There is
return to his country.
no ideal solution to the problem.
"li\mnesty shouldn't take the However, in a country where
form of a pardon but rather an there are three million political
apology from the American prisoners and a 40 per cent
Government to those people desertion rate in the armed
services, I think that the pleas of
involved."
Amnesty
the people should be listened to
Harris listed three- worries he rather than the demands at the
has about the amnesty issue as it Thieus and Ky's,'
is being discussed today:
Commenting on the
"The first problem is the act of contemporary American college
forgiveness the government will sc.ene, H;arris noted that th~
give to those men who left the students have finally realized that
country. The government should
they can be hurt. "This has scared
some students off when they see
that if' they protest vigorously
Fahey Concert
enough, the powers to be will not
The .lohn Fahey and the
stop short of killing them,
Floating House Band concert
"With people on the campuses
scheduled for 8:30 tonight in
withdrawing
from the protests, we
the Urtion ballroom has been
have
had
an
incredib1e increase of
moved to the anthropology
otheF people from the community
building, room 101.
cotnmg out and acting with us "
Tickets for the concert ate
Harris said.
'
$1.50 and may be purchased
Commenting
upon
his
20
atthe door.
month imprisonment for refusal
The Union ballroom is
td
be inducted in the Army j
undergoing renovation to
Harris claimed he was harrassed in
replace the floor with a vinyl
prison and even charges of
asphalt surface. Renovation is
possession of marijuana were filed
expected to be completed the
against him although they were
latter part of this month,
later chopped.
workers convention in Gary, Ind."

Two Mist.ak«>s

Campus Ecology Meeting
Scheduled this Afternoon
A meeting to discuss ecologi<!al must post stickers on their cars
problems on campus and to indicating to which lot they are
develop potential solutions will be assigned. "11 someone is caught in
open to aU students today at 2 a lot without the right sticket, or
p.m. in the Union, room 231-A. without one at all, they'll tow the
Five ASUNM senators formed car away and the owner will pay
an e(!ology committee following for towing and storage no mattP.r
Regent Calvin Horn's appeal to who he is," Prinkey said.
Senate Feb. 9 asking students to
Prinkey said free busing from
do something ''drastic" by the lots on the North and South
personal sacrifice for the fight campus will be available to the
against pollution.
main campus every five minutes.
Committee chairman Jerry No feo will be chargad to persons
Buckner said the committee has 'parking in those lots.
met only once so far, but is ready
Prinkey and Buckner agreed
for public input in all ecological that faculty members will get first
areas. "We want ideas on the priority for campus parking and
parking problem, landscaping, choice of lots.
bike racks, bike pliths, eampus
Studants will pay $27 for nine
garbage, etc.;'' h~ said. "So far, months parking in reserved lots;
we've only looked into the teaching, graduate and • research
parking problem. We're looking assistants and "non-exempt
into satellite parking lots with free personnel'' o11 the bi·weekly
busing wherever we could get the payroll will pay $39 per year;
empty lots."
personnel with sahtties not
01(}sed campus parking will be exceeding $17,999 will pay $66
in effect next semester. Sen. Ben per year; and personnel with
Prinkey said campus lots will be salatiE!s of $18,000 or more will
lettered and paying customers pay $78 per year.
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.New Attitude Needed
The Democratic organization in Bernalillo
seems to be beating. off reform with a stave.
Over half the Central Committee boycotted
the meeting last ·week at which libera,lized
delegate selection rules were to be
considered, and, presumably, adopted.
Clearly, the McGovern rules, insisting on
proportional delegate representation for
minorities and women threatens the
entrenched politicians who serve as delegates
automatically, and so have little direct
accountability.
The fact that over half the
committeemen found themselves

Poet Nathaniel Tarn Visits ASUNM Poetry Series

underscores the distance separating the low
level politicians from the electorate. If they
felt themselves justifiably representative of
the electorate they would not have refused
to confront the question of reform openly.
Tonight's delegate selection to the county
convention will be played by the same old
rules. Democrats interested in changing the
rules should go to their ward meetings
tonight and elect delegates who will vote for
reform.

* * *

Information on ton11~ht 's ward meetings
the Democratic
can be obtained by

The Daily Lobo bas had a lot of
stuff on the women's movement.
Most has been pretty . negative.
There is a sharp impression
created that the movement is
against men. For example: in a
recent letter to the editor, Diana
Amsdon says that ". , , women's
lib would like. to turn men against
women,,.", and that the
movement seeks to encourage
'' . . . distrust of men qua
men.· .... "
..
My experience with women in
the movement is quite otherwise,
'!;hey seek, I think, to teach
women not to trust relationships
that are, in fact not trustworthy.
And they would like to teach
women to reject traditional forms
of relationship in which men, by
treating women as non·people, are
in fact against women.
I read the sisters to be saying
that women should not submit to
relationships that debase women
by making them servile, and
which, as far as I'm concerned,
also debase men

~1 Have No Choice But to Take the Whole·WorldAs My Birthplace'
put it in full view in the window).
,AJ:e you aware of what this flag
means?
Do you realize that there are
people on this campus who have
survived the Nazi camps, people
whq have lost part 'of or all their
families·to the beasts who paraded
under· the symbol you so
gratuitously· tack to the c~iling of
yourroom?·
·
Or do you just think it's funny?
Could your sense of humor be
q,uite. that perverted? Would it be
equally funny to tack up a Ku
Klux Klan sheet? Perhaps· you are·
just young and "don't know any
better.:" · ..
Surely tl;en there are· excellent
courses in 20th century history at
this University where you could
learn something of' your he:wes
and their heroic actions from the
early 30's until1945 (or perhaps,
as in your case, even later), Do
you know who those millions
upon millions of dead people
were?
Do

•

immature needs for
and for object relationships. This
is the furthest thing from a
movement against men, It is a
humanist movement in the most
direct and fundamental sense, for
one o£ its objects is to bring about
more richly human relations
between men and women.
As a man, a husband, and the
father of children of both sexes, I
am grateful to the sisters for
getting it together: the bolder and
more militant, the more grateful.
John S.Mann

Nazi Flag

On a warm and lovely spring
evening I was walking east on
campus thinking how pleasant life
on a university campus can be, of
what a privilege it is to be allowed
to study and work among people
concerned mostly with tpe life of
the.intellE:d;.
There were the students'
windows, all aUght, full of peopie
at work .... And then I saw your
room, curtains drawn back for a
view of the Nazi flag stuck to the
ceiling {how kind of you not to

UNITED IRELAND

were largely people you see
around you every day-students,
professors, people who dare to
think or play a musical instrument
or read a book or express an idea.
!t hapJH'ned nnf'l', not. .;o long
ago either, and it can happen
again. This time you yourself
might be on the wrong side-or do
you perhaps take this symbol
seriously? Am I underestimating
you-a young incipient Hitler-in
that case, young man, this
University is clearly· the wrong
place for you: tty the gutter
instead. That's the proper place
for people who do not belong to
the brotherhood of man.
April 11 is .Remembrance Day
for .lewish Martyrdom and
Heroism, and would be a fine day
to remove the hated symbol of
murder and (if you insist on
keeping it) put it in the bottom of
a drawer somewhere to show your
grandchildren some cfuy and tell
them something or the lloxror
people have inflicted on one
another.
David M. Wolfe

bema~----
_Morelntensive C·ounseling Needed'
By PATRiCK McNAMARA
I'm disturbed about a number
of issues raised in the current flap
over grading. I can understand
administrative and faculty
concern over the "five year rise in
GPA's," insofar as this
phenomenon may affect UNM's
academic reputation. Students,
too, fear that the dilution of
grades will dampen chances of
admission to graduate schools
and/or jobs they seek.
But the analyses of various
adminstrators, as reported by
Mark Sanchez ("How to Get a
4.00 Without Really Trying")
really disappointed me. Professor
Hendrickson says, "if we are going
to take in more and more poorly
prepared students (mostly from
minority groups), we have to go
easy on them at .first to keep them
in school and give them a
chance." Why is the conclusion
that "we have to go easy on
them"?
Why not more help for those
who need it? Really, if UWlVi is at
all serious about quality education
for Chicano, Native American,
and black students, why isn't
there an all·out commitment to
broaden the scope of current
tutorial and counseling programs
for such students? Let's face it:
College Enrichment, the Special
Services Programs, and the three
ethnic studies centers simply do
not have the budgets to assume
the full burden o£ academic
counseling for the large numbers
of minority background students
at this University.
.Regional
Indeed, the proposed Institute
for .Regional Studies and Research
includes greatly expanded
counseling services, but who
Page 2

knows how long it will ta!ce
before the Institute is a reality?
What can be done in the
meantime?
I suggest that faculty members
who wish to spend some time in a
given semester counseling and
coaching minority group students
be given a reduced course load.
This is demanding (and rewarding)
work and no one should be
expected to undertake it without
(a) being relieved of a portion of
his normal duties, and (b) having
it count positively among criteria
for professional advancement.
This procedure would entail
negotiations at the college and
departmental levels and include
appropriate meetings of interested
faculty across departmental lines.
Only Two
Secondly, I regret that Dean
Huber sees only two schools of
professors in the grading scheme:
"one school says grades are
meaningful, the other says grades
are meaningless." The problem is
much more complex than this
statement allows. It is all too
facile to dismiss those raising
questions about the conventional
system as "blanket graders" or
academic anarchists; equally
constricting is discussion of
grading in terms of "positive" or
"negative" reinforcements.
More realistic is some
discussion (I have seen none to
date) on one possible raason for
the rise in GPAs. I refer to a. good
deal of relatively unpublicized
faculty experimentation with
courses. Such courses, or more
properly, learning experiences, are
those for which the conventional
grading system is highly
inappropriate.
I am thinking of courses-and I

have it on good authority that
they exist in such unexpected
places as mathematics and
astrophysics as well as the
humanities and social sciences-in
which the students are not in
competition with one another
over who can best master a given
block of subject matter.
Change
These are courses designed to
stimulate a change in
consciousness (race relations may
be taught in this fashion; so may
womens' studies, to use examples
from the department 1 know best,
sociology); courses in which each
student is working out a problem
unique to him or her; courses
designed to aid the student's
growth as a whole person. In such
courses the students are not asked
to learn a traditional, "out there"
set of facts and principles; they
are rather asked to reflect with
openness and hones~y upon as
well as apply a good deal of
personal reflection and effort to
the problem(s) at hand. Two
consequences ensue: students can
find such courses extremely
worthwhile (ask them); grading
them on the basis of conventional
"A," "B," "C," "D," etc. doesn't
make any sense. No one is
competing with anyone else over
who ''knows" this subject matter
best.
What happens when it comes
time to grade in such a course? I
suggest that instructors of these
courses, faced with the necessity
of applying the conventional
grading system, and perceiving
that the majority, if not
practically ail, the students are
undergoing the experiences
anticipated, often decide . (not
without a good deal of

frustration) that "A's" and "B's"
are the only grades, under a
constrictive system, which offer
any reward to the student for
"getting into" the experiences of
the course.
Obvious Answer
Credit/no credit across the
board is, I think, the obvious
answer for such courses. Yet
under present Universlt.y
regulations, an ~instructor is not
allowed to offer a regular
departmental course listed in the
UNM Bulletin under mandatory
credit/no credit for everyone
taking the course. This alternative
is allowed only for seminar-type
and for directed study courses. I
believe the Committee on
Entrance and Credits should allow
instructors to offer courses on a
mandatory credit/no credit basis
with no enrollment or credit
restrictions based on the student's
major or minor or upon the size
of the ·class. Then umber of such
courses, the conditions under
which they are developed, would
be worked out within each
department.
I recognize, however, that some
courses often ba.ve a mix of both
kinds of learning experiences. I
still think the instructor should be
able to designate the grading
system he thinks appropriate to
this course. Additional
alternatives might be allowed, e.g.,
a "mixed" course might well
provide, as do Honors Center
courses, for "A,'' credit/no credit,
the "A's" being expressly reserved
for some really few outstanding
performances,
Please note: I am not
advocating that most courses
throughout a department be of

the exnerimenta( kind described
above~ I anticipate that the
majority will probably continue
to be of the block-of-subject
·matter-kind, at least by way of
primary emphasis. But I do think
both kinds of learning experiences
are valuable; in fact, I think both
are necessary in a balanced
university education.
Rationales
I will not go into, at this point,
the many developed rationales for
consciousness ·challenging
learning experiences. Harold
Taylor in "Students Without
Teachers," Part IV, and Clark
Moustakas, notably in
"Individuality and Encounter"
and "Personal Growth" are a few
references ' for those interested.
What I am very concerned about
is flexibility in grading systems
corresponding to really different
types of learning situations. The
University does not now have
such flexibility. But its
introduction just might go a long
way toward mitigating the
admittedly puzzling problem of
rising GP A's.
In any case, such
experimentation is surely superior
to any kind of administrative
coercion, whether at the college
or departmental level, pressuring
instructors to grade, regardless of
what they're trying to do in the
classroom, on some kind of
"normal curve."
Serious commitment to aiding
minority background students
plus grading flexibility: I conceive
these considerations as vastly
superior to the current
lamentations over "poorer quality
input" and ''unwarranted
lowering of standards."
NEW MEXICO LOBO

·as "earth poetry," a consciousness cyclical view of history with is on her spine said Tarn,
By AARON HOWARD
"The Rio Grande is like
as a current center,
"The destruction of history by of the entil:e planet as a series of 'America
discovering
the vertebrae of
In
his
book
"Beautiful
not .setting down the history one ecological, historical, geological
America," he added. "I went to
Contradictions,"
Tarn
described
a
and
mythical
shuctures.
knows, by refusing to be a witness
Santa Fe, to one of their old
to one's times is a crime a·gainst Influenced in large part by Charles "linear view of history within a cathedrals, and I discovered the
cyclical
one."
the earth," wrote Nathaniel Tarn Olson, he writes with a similar
_north of the American spine.
Abiding Reality
in one · of his recent works, kind of earth awareness as poets
"In
the
cyclical
view,"
be
''I know I have to come out
like Robert Duncan, Gary Snyder
"Beautiful Contraditions."
wrote,
"the
mother
is
the
abiding
here
at some point. The desert is
and
.Richard
Grossinger.
Earth history is the major
my substitute for the sea."
Defining his poetry in reality, Incest with her locks us in
concern of Tarn who calls himself
the past until we ·have exhausted
Conceiving of America in
"an intercontinental burn" and structural terms, Tarn said, "I it,
In the linear view, the mother
mythical-poetic terms bas
make
structures
of
those
parts
of
explains:
localized Tarn's earth poetry. In
"One of my . hang-ups is the earth geography that l get into, be;:ome•· the daughter-in whose
the search for roots, Americans
sight,
if
we
can
restore
it,
history
The
poems
begin
in
specific
ways
diffic~lty of having any sense of
have looked to the Native
will
proceed."
and
move
out
to
the
general.
place. I have no choice but to take
Americans and to the East,
America, then, is a mythical
Although he recognized that
mother who is washed by the
many people who are "into
waves of the world's oceans
Indians" are dealing on romantic
bringing to her Europe and Mrica
and superficial levels, he said it
by way of the slave wave. The
should not stop people from
European wave is accused by Tarn
rnaRing seriou.s attempts at
of "killing everything in sight
discovering tribalism,
there , .. to :replace the local
"From the thousands of
stalk,''
students in eastern philosophy,
But cyclical history will being
although many superficially, to
new waves to America with the
freshness of a new creation or new the seemingly insane tour group
cycle of earth consciousness. Tarn visit of Nixon to China, we are
wrote that of his version of
American when:
.
"the tribes shall come

breaking down the duality of
east·west in a thousand
directions,"
The social and economic
conditions which determine our
contemporl!ry history are very
much evident in Tarn's newer
works, The poet says his recent
work is concerned with
"survivai .•. not killing yourself.'
"Poet,~ are totally involved with
what's going on around them," be
said. ''There's nothing that
doesn't go into poetry, Our young
poets refuse to be limited in what
they want to say."

dawn dictate
new
Kosher &
MONPAY ·SATURDAY g,OQ A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
interpretations of our
2 LOCATIONS
common earth • , •"
Italian Sandwiches
This new awareness of the
268-422 7 ~ 268-3!36
planet earth has some of its
. Steaks
HIDJ MlNAUL ILVD,. H,f,
iiiiiii HllcACaon
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IUU.Ll
scientific channels in the new
BBQ Rihs
otadiuo of ecology,
communications, cybernetics and
(and your
information flow. On the
non-scientific side, much of the
favorite drinks)
new poetry and art stems from
905 Yale S.E.
the need to look at the planet in
new ways.
"We're getting into earth
history in poetry through more
than a thousand channels," said
Tarn.
'A MeLuhanesque Way'
"We have all seen pictures of
the earth as it looked from the
moon. Through ecology we sec
the inter-relatedness of all
systems, Our satellite broadcast
stations hook the earth together
in a McLuhanesque way."
America serves as a world
model bccause.,o£ the accelerated
awareness of earth history and
because the next cycle of history
Antigua
jereeler~~
will begin from a fresh birth o£
See
our
collection
consciousnesl! in the United
YOUR PERSONAl SERVICE JEWELER 'i_,-..,.,rfF
States,
tonite 'til 7 PM
I£ America is the
mother-reality, then New Mexico 2312 CENTRAL SE • SPECIAl STUDENT TERMS • MINUTES FROM YOU.
'~

Nathaniel Tarn
the whole world as my birthplace
and put out roots anywhere."
Ta:tn is in New Mexico as a
guest of the ASUNM Poetry Series
and will travel to Durango,
Colorado, where he will read at
the Southwestern Poets
Conference this weekend.
A professor of Comparative
Literature at Rutgers University,
Tarn was born in Paris 28 years
agQ, fle has mnstllrs and doctors
degr11es in English, and history
and anthropology degrees in both
the English and French languages.
Tarn did anthropological
fieldwork in Central America and
Southeast Asia and has traveled
extensively in tln:ee continents.
Tarn's biographical experiences
form a kind of first level in his
poetry which records all the
places he has been and the things
he has been interested in.
'Cosmic Shopping'
After 28 years of what he
called "a Sort of cosmic shopping
around," Tam said he is thinking
of coming to live in New Mexico,
His interest .in New Mexico .is
an outgrowth of his last three
years in the United States and the
structure of his poetic works.
Tarn's work might be classified

"What I do in my writing is
build my own structure. In
structuralism, one begins with a
xcduced model and works toward
a total model."
Tarn visualizes America as a
world model in his new poetry.
"In mythical terms, the United
States is an earth element. It
draws people down towards the
earth, Something like what D. H.
!.awr~ncc ~ys about the !ndbns
who understand that rooting
element.
"It seems very strange to say
that of a population which is so
volatile."
Perhaps it is difficult for many
Americans to conceive of the
United States as the center of a
rising world consciousness and
tribal a ware ness, but Tarn's
background and inter~>st in
subjects from anthropology to
natural sciences has given l!im a
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Makers of-Hand Made
ln~lian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

:

The Associated Students UNM

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
and the Culturall'rogram Committee
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P'resent
The One and Only

Announcing the arrival
of our new stocl<

Ballet
Folklorica

(anJ more arn\?in~ dail'el

of ~vfexico

.. ADDED MATINEE
Monday, April 10-3:00 p.m.
Tickets: $7.00, 6.50. 6.00, 5.00, 4.00

!loth stor<> arc bring completely restocked ahrr our Christmas
and ~c~V Years dose-outs. There ;, " stead) flow o£ new met·
dt;mdise in preparation for the bu"'1· smhmlT sl'i.'lmlt. Yon'te
invited to come in and sec the new arrival<.

UNM students with Activity Tickets-lh price

-Parade on down, won't yon?

Old T..: ""'
842·8022

:c::e•

IWE PACK AND SHtpj

Friday1 March 10, 1972

--

Only a few tickets are
available for the evening performance
Co.,oodo

c.,;,

296·5559

Telephone now- 277-3121
Page 3
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Women's Center

'l'here will be a picnic for
women Sunday, Mar. 12 in
celebration of International
Women's Day, Women are to meet
at noon in the Women's Center in
Me&a· Vista Hall. Child care will be
provided, Bring transportation if
possible and musical instruments,
kites, toys, ballons, anythi,;g for
fun. For more information call
277-3129.

War Taxes-

A workshop on nonpayment of
war taxes will meet Saturday

II .

Sanford Gottlieb, chief staff
officer of Citizens' Organization
For a Sane World (SANE), will
speak in a workshop at the
AQ.uinas Newman Center on
Sunday. The topics for his
discussion will be huilding a New
Mexico ''peoples' lobby" and
forming an alternative to the
military-indu:>trial complex. The
workshop runs from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Climbers' School
The UNM Mountaineering Cl11b
will spon~or a climbing school for
prospective mountaineers March
11. The session will begin at 8
a.m. and interested persons are
asked to meet by the Lobo statue
in front of ~ohnso11 Gym. A 50
cent fee is being charged for the
two sessions of the school.

Colloquium

Rodeo Club

A meeting of the
newly-organized NIRCA for .the ,.
UNM Rodeo Club will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the Union, room
260·A on March 16. Members are
:requested to bring their dues from
the last meeting. For more
information call 277·2654.

23¢
HAMBURGER
in town
Henry's Drive-In
1 16 Central9 am to 11 am

bicycle tour to Isleta Pueblo
should meet at the fo11ntain on
the mall at 9 a.m. Saturday. Bring
a lunch and plenty to ·drink.

University Forum
"An Expanded Consciousness"
Dennis Haack, Youth Pastor

Grace Church
115 Cedar St. NE

March 12
6pmSunday

EditoJ;"sbips

I

RENT
IDEAL FOR
RECORD SHOP
OR HEALTH FOOD
STORE

J

I

t

Sandy Larson
,

t

--

Page 4

CHECK IN RED
HOT PANTS
OR CALL 242-0505
~

-- - --

Blues/folksinger Sandy Larson
will perform tonight and Saturday
11t the UNM Coffeehouse in the
Union, The Coffeehouse is open
hom 7 p.m. to midnight.
Admission is 50 cents and a UNM.
lD,

Morris Jokes., Argues;
Brings Food, Rhetoric

I

in public forums and hopefully,
decisions can be made in the
traditions of our country."

FACTORY
OUTLET
Thurs., Fri., Mon.
Mar. 9, 10, 13
Tll.ENOWLOOK

MF.NS AND LADIES
SHIRTS. Yf OFF
Located Behind Pioneer Wear
1718 Yale Blvd. SE
"f\J.i.i1VUS i',;d.i.u(. D.tailU., .tl

~

Lower Than Possible Prices

~

SYSTEMS START
AT $220.00
Altec

St<:~ndard

Dual

Shure

Garrard

Scotch

Jensen
Pickering
TDK
Kenwood
KLH
Miracord

Sony
Tandberg
Teac

Watts
Switchcraff

Memo rex

WE CARE ABOUT
OUR CUSTOMERS
open Mon-Wed-Fri fill 9:00
7611 Menaul NE 296-6976

hut/s(t)n'

I

t
l

Limited supply

Gold
Street
(;ireuJ

ofwa:terbeds $10.95

I
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Mark· Almond
(Blue Thumb/B'l'S·32)
''Mark-Almond II" is a
dig;aptJOiJiltnllentt.- This isn't to say

"At least he brought plenty of
Applications for the editorships mustard," growled one student as
of the 1972·73 Daily Lobo, Thomas Morris, candidate for the
summer Lobo and Th11nderbird Democratic nomination to the
will be accepted by the Student U.S. Senate, brought free hot dogs
Publications Board through 4 p.m. and rhetoric to the UNM campus.
April7.
Morris appeared Wednesday to
Application forms are available joke and argue with a crowd of
in the Daily Lobo business office, about 350 students.
journalism building, room 205.
Students and the candidate
· clashed vetbally over the issues of
amnesty of draft evaders and
Philosophy
Don Lee will read ·his essay, legalization of marijuana-they
«Historical Neutrality and the supported these issues; he did not.
Morris told the group he was
Arche of Philosophy: A Response
to Gregor Sebba," at a philosophy the most highly . qualified
colloquium March 10 at 3:30p.m. candidate for the position since he
Lee will publish the article in had been in Congress for 10 years.
response to Sebba's paper which "You must consider candidates on
was printed in the Journal of the the basis of performance in
addition to their promises/' he
History of Philosophy.
Copies of Sebba 's article are added.
The once hawkish Morris is
available in the philosophy
apparently now turmng dove-be
department's library.
admitted he voted for sending
troops into Vietnam but "in
Student Jobs
Many well-paying jobs are hindsight-in looking back-1
available at Student Aids, Building think it was wrong."
He also said he believed
Y-1. If you are interested, call
coulil "lead the way
America
Patti, Andrea, or Toni at
277-5042 or talk to them in room toward peace in the wo~ld."
119 at the Student Aids Office,
He also called fox Congressional
take-over of all intelligence
information in the country. "I
Plants Wanted
believe that i£ Congress has access
The Day Care Center will be to intelligence information on an
sponsoring a plant sale to equal basis with the executive
celebrate the Ill'St day of Spring. branch of government, then, the
Plant contributions ate gratefully people of New Mexico and the
accepted at the Day Care Center nation also will have access to this
in Mesa Vista Hall any time.
information and it can be debated ·

MINI-MALL
SPACE FOR

BURGERS
Hot Tuna $3.49

EAT A PEACH
Allman Brothers
$5.99

Treasure

''MARK·ALMOND II''

Demo Candidate

l!:Ugene Gallegos, Democratic
candidate for Congress from
Northern New Mexico, will state
his campaign platform principles
at 10 a.m. March 11 at the formal
opening of his Albuquerque
headquarters, 1419 Cent:ral NE.
The p11blic is invited.
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Bro:bara W, Tuchman

(Bantam &oks/$2,25 paperb!lck)
To enjoy this m11ssive
chronicling of one misjudgment of
Asian p(}litics aftel' another pne
must have, or develop in the
· course of readi{lg, a fatalism
toward the institution of The
Government.
What emerges as- the thesis of
the book is a weary castigation of
the state's j.r):eparllble insistence
upon pursuing a non-rational
foxeign policy. Tuchman finds
foreign policy to be an uneasy
balance of administ;rative fiat,
bureaucratic inertia, a nation's
stereotypes of other nations and
itse1f, ;md more tllan oecasion!ll
megalomania.
.
Tuchman is sympathetic to
Stilwell, but her sympathy is not

Charles C;:~talano of the
Sacramento Peak Observatory will
speak on "Solar X-Rays" March
10 at 4 p.m. in room 184 of the
Physics and Astronomy Building,
800 Yale NE.

the
best

I

''STILWELL AND THE
AMEitiCAN EXPERIENCE IN
CHINA 1914·45"

SANE

March 11, 1.972 ·in the Friends
Meeting House, 815 Girard N.E.
in ./\lbuquerque and 630 Canyon
Rd. in Santa Fe.

Discount
onaH

I

Tuchman Book Ponderous, Effective
Filled W.ith Minut~e Anecdotal Detail

1820 CENTRAL
243-1988
Bangia Desh Always
Cost $10.59

RUDIO~

New Mexic(.
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Vol. 15

characteristics, it doel't but nv..onu•
it lacks that crisp air found in
1.mique recordings. In a way it
seerns tired.
This tiredness manifested itself
by making this listener thowsy,

"011e Way Sunday" has a livelier
tone than most of the first side,
and Mark's lyxics are rather good.
What makes this cut especially
good is Almond's fine flute work.
For on<'~" Almmul ani! Mark plAY
l!lHtit:WitaL tut:u, Ir uoLhiu~ .,lz,., il
around each other and this
is good crashing music. I pin the ' combination can't be beat.
blame for this lack of excitement Almond's unaccompanied solo ;:~t
on guitarist, lead singer and the end is excellent.
compose;~: .Jon Mark: Ma~k
Life and Death
obviously overextended h1mself m
Next comes "Sunset," bassist
writing three-fourtlut of the
Roge;~: Sutton's song. Mark,
group's material,
'l'he first side, "The Sausalito Sutton and Almond are all at their
Bay Suite" starts out well enough, best inst;~:umentally, especially
but soon grows tedious. In "The Matk and Sutton. Unfortunately
Bridge'' Mark uses his one Sutton doesn't sing any better
octave·voicc to sing the glories of than Maxk.
"Ballad of a Man" is the finale.
the Bay Area. His voice is
1t
starts well, almo~>t too well, for
expressionless, a dry monotone Almond's
sax solo sets up a mood
backed up by a slick that
makes
it hard for words to
Muzak-sounding chorus that
reappears throughout the album. follow. It is Mark's big life and
death song. He sings of love, life
Melancholies
Another gripe with Side One is and bastard chilthen and ends
that there- is very llttle in the line almost inevitably with a funeral
of chord changes. On two songs, scene, perhaps his own, It i~; the
"Solitude" and "The Bay," Maxk weakest song on Side Two.
ln the retrospect, this wasn't a
relies on the same p~ogressions,
bad
album. 'I'hf' things
trying l\nSUCC!'SSfttlly to
compliment his flat singing voice Mark·Almond were previously
and syrupy lyrics with heavy good at 1 namely acoustic guitar
doses of electric piano. If Johnnie and sax·flute ml.ISic, still remains.
Almond hadn't added a little of 'l'alen~ just doesn't die. If they
his soaring flute and saxophone relied on more acoustic jazz, their
this album would be without obvious strong point, they would
be a premier band. 1t seems the
hope.
But before this begins to sound majority of the singing serves as a
too derrogatory let me point out lead·in :for the instrumentals, so
some of the strong points on Side why not do away with most of it?
One. Almond added a Jot of life Then again, if musicians took
to this album, and in doing so critics too seriously things might
salva<~E>d it. ·lust as Mark's really get out of hand.
Jim Pensiero
seemingly endless string of
melancholies begins to grow
tiresome in "The Bridg~,"
1
Almond and recently added
dxummer Danny Richmond team
up to delivet some first quality
HAIR DESIGNS
jazz. Mark sinl!ll plaintively about
ctossing the bay mto the city and
FOR MEN
suddenly, thanks to Almond and
Specializing in the
Richmond, he's there. The pulse,
the unharrtassed force of the city
LONG
FULL LOOK
come alive in the Almond-Richmond duo, and for or:ce pianist
Straightening
Tommy E~c picks up the pace.
Men's Full Wigs
The ;~:est of Side One goes much
Sales and Service
the same as the early portions of
"The Bridge,'' Slow, subdued,
VERY CLOSE: TO CAMPUS
quiet to a whisper. In "The Bay,"
1914 Central SE
Almond's flute appears, and it's
one of the sweetest flutes l've ever
actoss {r()m tile Triangle
heard. You cannot get enough of

The Dally New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every tegular week of the Univer•
sit:Y yeat by the Board of Student
Publications of the UniVersity of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at AlbuqcrqUe, New
·Mexico 87106. Subscription tate is
$7 fot the academic year.
The oPinions expre$sed on the
editorial pages ot The DaUy Lobo
are those of the author solely. Unsigned opinion is that of the edi·
torial board of The DallY Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
necessarily :represents the Views of
the University· of New Mexico •
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Rudrud, it shows the
of
Kenya, Tanzanill and Uganda in
its ;natural habitat. Scenes include
the Rift Valley, Ngorongoro
Crater:, Amboseli 11nd the
Serengeti Plains.
Atbui!iiiiun is :;a.GO for adults
and $1 for students with special
rates for scouts.

Advisors
.Applications arc availa:hle in
UNM residence halls for students
wishing to work in the rel!idence
ball advisor program.
Requirements are a sophomore
standing or higher~ a grade point
average of at least 2,5 at the
time of application and availability for the entire academic year
with no outside employment.
Advisors receive a single room,
board and $30 a month.
They work with 40 to 50 students and rotate evening on-call
responsiblity. 'I'ha work load is
about 20 hours a week.
'l'he deadline for application is
March 13.

J and R Subs
3202 San Mateo NE
~

tbe bribalpatb
Plans and Arranges
Beautiful Weddings
Proper plannin~ saves :Oad's money and Mother's
worry, We cstabhsh your needs and organize a team of
~vedding professionals for you frotn our BRIDAL
PATH associates-the best ln the areal The cost o£
these services is e.xactty the ~ante through us as if you
engage t~ern directly._ •. , The great. dilfercn~c is t}tat
we coordmate the cntue elfort to assure you a beauuful
and well•organizcd wedding.Wc can help you locate wedding and reception sites
and assist at your rehearsal, ceremony and. reception,
Let us explain our efficient system to you with no
obligation on your part.
.
..
.
Brochure on request

•

Submarine Scmdwiehes
Foot long Italian Grinders

'l'·l·r7""' :t96-s4s4
79!J9 ,..S,;wt"" W"'P uVf~ ~""1"'r1'" 8J111
Friday, March 101 1!1'12

Fill
Your l-Io111e
With Music
Not

~

SuperSub

i

•~ 30 Varieties-Home o£ the~
L

1

Take Out Service-265-9839

Columbia Spring Festival
Columbia Diamond Ring Co., continues its fourth
annual spdr1g showing of solitaires, overlaps, trios
and mountings. Out· entire stock of Columbia rings
will be oUctetl at a special savings of 20% during the
month of March only. Come in and receive your free
copy of the Drides Dook at no oblig~tion •. (Decau~e
of the present gold surcharge, specral orders wdl
carry the regular price.)

jEWELERS
"The

and the detail, one reads the book
rapidly with some sort of suicidal
need to get to the end.
It is wryly amusing to me, a
woman, to note how· often mllles'
fits of temper, indi~position,
spitefulness, planned histronica,
and ne;l.'vousness halted troop
action, made planning sessions
unproductive, and figured in
military promotion decisions,
considering these are the reasons
ge n e;~:ally reeled off when
fo~;bidding women policy
responsibility.

~

Jg,.e" s

No. 107

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277-4202;
Advcrtiaing 277·4002

it. Unfortunately, you slip almost
'l'he last of this yelU''s series of
immediately back into Mark's _Audubon Wildlife filrns, "Treasure
mediocre voice and those of East Africa," will be 1;hown in
repetitious piano chords;
Popejoy Hall at Ul\lM March 16 at
Side Two, "The Jo
7:30p.m.

only for Stilwell personally but
for the frustrations of the
prActical, performance-oriented
military man who is constantly
confounded by the politicking of
the policy-makers, and the
politicking of the military who
seek to be policyrnakexs.
While she makes a strong case
for reliance on the expert
disinterested military man to
conduct the affairs of war, she
cannot but demonstrate that he is
an exception within the military
One
how
won~
war,
their violently conflicting
post·war airns, the in·fighting for
top command positions, and
bickering between rival
buxl!aucracies.
.
The book is ponderous, filled
with the minute anecdotal detail
that oftl!n has more effect on
history than major government
policy. However, despi~e the
foregone conclusion, a botched
American relationship with China,

Unusual as Usuai'

•
GENERAL
All-solid-state
Superheterodyne
AM/FMtuner
4-stage IF
IC Multiplex stereo
decoder
No AFC required
Automatic stereo switching
circuitry
Automatic FM interstation
muting circuitry
AM/FM tuning meter
FM stereo indicator light
On/off pilot light
Tape recording and
monitoring facilities
Tape dubbing facilities
Circuit breaker
Amplifier output protective circuitry
Quasi-complemeqtary
symmetry output stages
Wide range acoustic
suspension loudspeaker
systems
Very high density, non-res·
onaut, compressed particle
board, walnut veneered
loudspeaker cabinets.

KLH Model 30
From KLH the
Maker Of Fine
Compacts from 329.95

HOUSE

3011 Monter Vista NE
255-1695
Page li
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Sprinter Henderson Envisiorls World Mark

Spring Teams Busy
This Weekend

'I Think I Can Get It'
ran out of blanks for the starting
By JIM PENSIERO
You might thin~ that Walter pistol. It's all part of his ro\ltine .
though, the road to greatness and
Hender~n would have called it
quits after running a 9,5 hundred this is what he wants.
Starting Block Problem
when he was 15 years old.
His main problem nt this point
This isn't the case however for
the 20-year-old sprinter from is getting out of the nt~ting block
Canton, Ohio. He wants the fast, a necessity if you want to set
wo:rld's record and in listening to records on top of just winning
him speak it sounds as though he races; something he's had very
little trouble at. He delved into
won't stop until he gets it.
I went down to University the J?roblem further, "I have
Stadium recently to watch the trouble starting. I spend half an
tracl! team practice and ·there was hour to an hou:r a day on starts,
until my legs are really aching. It's
Hender~n working on his starts.
gotten
to the point where I think
Before I could get a word in, he
had broken out of the blocks at I can get the world's record. With
least ten times, stopping only hard work, dedi~ation and proper
I think 1 can get it.
when assistant coach_~_n_~errera

UNIVERSITY SHELL

-

specializing in t'Ime-u ps
brakes, air conditioning
&: expert welding
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY
10~0

Discount to Students

Len Maestas
2720 CentralSE 268-5877

333 Wvo111inl!' Blvd. NE

255·5901

,. ,. -a d. e r •s .
N
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Vegetarian salads
<ill n;turcl food'

nlsh kabob & Shish .kafta
Tue!l-frl11:30-2 pm, 5·10 pm
Sat & Su.n 5-10 pm, cl•aad Mon.

daily luncheon special
AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

Free Estimates

5900 L'lmas NE

_
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ATTENTION
Elementary Education Majors
Students who have successfully completed COE
Screening should apply for 1972-73 Student
Teaching at these times:
Junior Blocl{; March 15, Senior Block; March 16,
7:30p.m.Um.105 (COE) 7:30p.m.Rm.103 (COE)

TEACHERS
Counselors

TEACHERS
Administrators

(Bilingual-Bicultural-Spanish/English)

Tony M. Gonzales is recruiting for the
San Francisco Bay Area.
Thurs., March 9; 2

p.m. to 5 p.m.

Fri., March 10; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat., March 11; 10 a.rn. to 12 Noon
Four Seasons Hotel-Albuquerque

j

That's why I'm in the blocks so
long,"
Henderson puts good coaching
high on the Ust of prerequisites
needed fo:r a great performance.
''People who'say you don't need<.
coach are foo.ling them.ow.lves. You
can't watch yoursell' :run," In
addition to worldng on him in
practice the coaches help out at
the meets. He elaborated; "Coach
Hackett talks to me before my
races and relax,es me. I remembar
what he tells me; run fast, get
relaxed, have a fast rhythm. I do
better."
Establishing a rhythm is the
hardest thing about running for
without it you tend to run in
spurts, a trait that is particularly
deadly for sprinters. "Right now I
have to develop a rhythm. I 'have
the strength and power. It takes
time to develop a rhythm. Maybe
in a year I'll have it down right,"
9.5 Mark
He was first recognized as a
great runner when he ran the
hundred in 9.5 five years ago. "I
made it in Sports Illustrated, and
was
ized here and in
congratulations from eve:rywhere
in the U.S,"
After that feat a string of hard
luck set in. "I had a series of
ptllled muscles throughout high
school. Its too cold to run all the
~ime: in Ohio. We'd b~ nnt.
practicing in blizzards. That's why
I came to New Mexico. The
climate is gr.eat, You can wo!'k out
here, You couldn't develop your
body back there." Henderson has
had only one major injury this
season, a pulled thigh muscle
during the winter track season
ironically the only time when it
was cold, "I can't r~n when it's
cold, 1 can't relax," he added.
He played football in his junior
and senior years in high school
and is contemplating trying out
for the Lobo squad Mxt year.
"My hometown, Canton, Ohio, is
football oriented. That's where
the football Hall of Fame is. I had
a football scholarship to
Nebraska, but it's too cold there.
UNM wanted me for trac~. There
are lots of 9.4 sprinters who rely
on their ability to :tun rather than
~:atch.ing the ball. I won't do that.
If I make it past the two-a-day
practices 1'11 play football."
Playing football seems a bit xough
for a runner but Henderson"
approached the matter
philosophically, "You take a risk
in anything you do. Life is a risk."
Loves Running
But for the time being he will
spend his time trying to set
records. "I love running. I've
made up my mind to do it. In
orde;: to win :lfOU must dedicate
yourself< you have to sacrifice.
You might say I've cut down on
my social life a bit."
He had some interesting
observations about the rest of the
team. "The Arizona meet was one
indication of what we can do. It
takes less than five people to win
the NCAA National Outdoors. We
could sneak in and take them. We
have some world class athletes."
By the time thi& article is
printed, Henderson lllill. llis
teammates Chuck Steffes,

r

\
"
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two dual meets of the season.
Friday night, Rusty Mitchell's
squad will take on .Arizona in
Temple, Then on Saturday they
head north to Tempe to face
Arizona State.

Unique Jewelry

For
Unique Occasions

Tom W. Thompson
400 San Felipe-Old Town

for March 16·17. Brooks
by
of a
in the Keystone Area regionals at Denver. His time of 1
3 in the
slamon was four-tenths faster than Cottam who took fifth. The
Lobo team finished fifth in the regional after winning the CIAL title.

Tl1ree Unanimous Picl(s

Head All-WAC Team
Henderson

Ingemar Nyman, Kent Ohman and
Ingemar Jernberg will be in
Detroit for the NCAA Indoor
Nationals. What makes this meet
doubly interesting for Hende~son
is that he might de facing his olde~
brother Owen in the Indoor 60.
"My whole family will be up there
watching us. I'm· a little faster
than my bl:other; his best time in
the 100 is 9.6. It's very rare for
two brothers to meet in the
nationals, especially when they're
from different sides of the
country, I'm looking forward to
it~,,

King Quits
Head basketball coach Bob
King has resigned that job
and accepted one as assistant
athletic department director.
King's assistant for the

past several years, Norm
Ellenberger, bas been signed
to succeed King.
Henry Aaron hit a career high
47 homers last season to move
him within 75 of the immortal
Babe Ruth.

Diamond Solitaire $175

The diamond solitaire:
beautiful enough
to stand alone.

March 10·11-UNM wrestling
team at NCAA championships at
University of Maryland, College
Park, all day.
March 10-11-UNM baseball
team hosts Northern Arizona in
three game series at Lobo Field.
Friday·3: 00 p.m. Saturday-12
noon,
March 10-11-UNM tennis team
at Lubbock, Texas for triangular
meet against 'l'exas Tech, and
University of Oklahoma.
March 10-11-UNM indoor
track team at NCAA
championships at Cobo Arena,
Detroit, Mich.
March 10-11-UNM gymnastics
team at dual meets at .Arizoua and
Arizona State respectively, 7:30
p.m.
March 10•11-UNM golf team
at New Mexico Intercollegiate
meet at Anthony, N.M.
March 11•12-UNM ski team at
Purgatory.

for Men

II

lJowntown~318 Central SW
Five Points ShoppitJ! Center
Wlntoc:k

Sunday, March 19, 1 p.m.-UN.M Arena
, ' 3•50, 4 .OOf 4·• 5·0 $1.00
UNM Studenh
Reg, Prtces
off all prices
pr~!ent 1.0, Card to UNM Athletic Office far advante

(G<!netol Admission 3.00, day of game only)

tiekets

255-0166

5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

NEW MEXICO LOBO

SuJtdtllf Specials
PRIME RIB OF
BEEF Au Jus

$3.25

Served 'With Baked Potato
or french Fries, Vegetable,
Soup or Salad
HAMBURGER STEAK
ToP SIRLOIN

Served with Soup or
Tossed Green Salad,
Mashed or french Fried
Potatoes, Vegetables,

$1.95
$3.90

Kareem Jabbar continues to
lead the NBA in scoring this
seasun with au average ur uva 34
poi11ts
game.

Bed Dot Pants
LadyBug
BlaekRam
Greatest
Sidewalk
Sale
EVER

Rolls & Butter
SHRIMP DINNER

(4)

$2.35

Served with Soup or
Tossed Green Salad,
Shrimp Sauce, French
Fries, Rolls & l.emon Wedge
M! FRtEo CmCKEN

4 PCS.

$1.75

Served wil.h Cole Slaw,
Mashed Potatoes or French
Fries, Rolls&: Butter

17)tWUt~

ACRoss FROM CAI'ofPtiS
open etJeryiUJy 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CENTRAL & GIRAIU>
265·1669

'l

IL:l\

Expert
Design
No Nets, Gels, laquer
Sprays, Heat, ot Other.
Sissy Put Ons
l=or Men or Women
by Appointment only

club finishing with a 1b.8 WAC
scoring average.
Lobo Senior Harold Little, the
Lobo's most valuable player, was
tenth in the conference in scoring
average (15.4) and finished a close
second to teammate Tommy
Roberts in free throw percentage
(84.5), Little led UNM's revival
when he became a starter in mid
season,
Jim }Juckestein, a 5'11" senior,
had a 17.6 WAC scoring average.
Little and Huckstein were
joined on the second team by
three underclassmen: Rhoades
and Pennar are juniors while
Forbes ill a sophomore.
Mike Faulkner earned
honorable mention by finishing
sevtmtll in conference scoring
(16.4) and ninth in conference
rebounding (8.9).

The 197 2 edition of the official
WAC all-conference team features
three unanimous selections:
Brigham Young's Kresimir Cosic
and Bernie Fyer, and ASU's Paul
Stovall. Joining them on the first
team are Scott English of UTEP
and GeQrge Price of Colorado
State.
Stan Bates, ·commissioner of
the WAC, released the results of
the voting by the conference
coaches. Each coach named a first
and second teara and was allowed
to vote for hi& own players.
Voted on to the second team
were UNM's Harold Little, Gary
Rhoades of CSU, James Forbes of
UTEP, Rod Penner of Wyoming,
and Jim Huckestein of .Arizona.
BYU's Phil Tollestrup missed
gaining a second team berth by
only one point. He received
honorable mention along with
UNM's Mike Faulkner and
.Arizona's Bruce Anderson.
Cosic, a junior center from
Zadar, Yugoslavia, was the only
underclassman on the first team
for the second year in a row. If""
can repeat this honor next year,
he will be only the fourth player
in WAC history to make the first
team for three consecutive years.
Cosic averaged 19,9 points and
12.7 rebounds in fomteen WAC
games finishing second to Stovall
in both departments. Stovall, 6'4"
forward from Wichita, Kansas,
scored at a 27 .4-point pace over
the final half of the season to pass
Cosic and bring his final average
to 22.2. llis league-leading
rebound average was 14.1 per
WAC contest.
Fryer, 6'3'' guard and
quarterback of the CougarG,
.imished f'ourth in WAC scoring
with 18.7 per game average. Price,
a 3'2" standout defensive guard,
also finished third in conference
scoring with his 19.1 average.
English was a steady performer
for the Miners defensive"'riented

Lobo sprinter Walter
Henderson will be competing in
the NCAA finals at Cobo Arena in
Detroit today and tomonow. The
Lobo ~photnore, who ran a 9.5
lOO·yard dash at 15, is working
on impro'Ving his starts for the
outdoor season.

Hair D

• , ,student acrounts invited

Page G·
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wbo skiers Larry Brooks, left, and John Cottam are the first
UNM skiers ever to. qualify for the NCAA ski meet. The Taos native
will compete in the downhill and slamon events at Winter

.Razor'S Edge
·Sebring
Professional

Use one of our
c::onvenient charge plans

,,A!f_:-")p

. C',;::X

The ba~;ketbaU season is over,
but the baseball, gymn!lstic and
tennis teams continue to be busy
this weekend, and the 'QN.M golf
team begins its season on
Saturday,
Coach Bob Leigh's baseball
team hosts Northern Arizona
University in a three game series
at Lobo field. A single contest will
begin at. 3 p.m. today and a
doubleheader is scheduled for 12
p.m. on Saturday.
The Lobos enter this weekend's
competition with a 5·1 record
&fter sweeping a three game set
with New Mexico Highlands last
weekend. Three UNM hitters are
()Unently hitting .500 or better;
Perry Danforth (.542), Dennis
Mernick (.500) and Dan
Fitzgerald (.500),
NAU, last year's champion of
the Southern Division of the Big
Sky Conference, is 3·3 on the
season. New Me:ldeo State
defeated them in two out of three
games.
·The gymnastic team, 4-0 in the
WAc; goes to Arizona for its final

The Marine Corps Is Looking
For a Few Good Officers

Prices Are ~ut
Bargains Are Great
Sat., Mareh 12
Come and Look

Programs are available to both graduates and undergraduates.

If you are an undergraduate you can earn $100 per month,
with no campus training, while attending college.
The new pay raise, effective January 1, 1973, will start a
Second Lieutenant at a salary of $9200 per year. We want rnen
who want responsibility.
For further information contact the Marine Corps Officer
Selection Office, 421 Gold Ave. SW, Albuquerque, N.M., or
telephone 843-2816 or 843-3587.
The- officer ~c!catiC'n t!'t:ttn will be Oh campus
Mar<:h 23 and 24 to interview interested students.
, ....
..
....
"" ...

-·

Friday, Mareh 10, 1972

-
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University And Central
[Almost]
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time 111n. If ad Is to
205, !lfternoona Preferably or mall.
run five or more consecutive days with
Clll881fled AdvertiBina'
no changes the rate is reduct!<! to 6c
UNM P.O. BCIX 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 8'1106
words to 10.
TERMS : Payment must be made i'l1 fuU prior to Insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

2)

LOST & FOUND

5)

FOUND: Terr:v L. or Wendy Robeck's
HANGUP ON WAR-:!:elephone tax (es·
purse. Contact lnternati()nal Center.
timated $1.72 billion yearly) goes di·
rectly to Vietnam. For more Info. Call
842·8628,
3/~3
------~~~-------------3~
:J> SERVICES
BARB WON'T BE ABLE to see you until
this afternoon. Have a good day, Bunkie.
20% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS on
3/10
tyoewrlter cleaning and repairs. 2427339.
3/17
FINE WINEDAGS, wallets, belts, sandals,
pouches. watchbands, briefcases at The
HELP I Forming a campus Pentecostal
Black Ram Leather Shop-uncompro·
Students organization. Interested 1 Call
mising quality-1708 Central SE, in the
268-8777 or· 268-6284.
3/16
:Mini-Mall. 10 ;00·6 :30,
3/16
"ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES now
TRANSiT:-Having a hard time? Dr~
on campus. Thursdays, 7 ;30, UNM Stu.
Counseling and Information. Call 277·
dent Union. Call 242-48811, or write Box
5342, :Mesa Vista 1056. Sun.·Thurs., 6-12
737, 87103."
Fri. and Sat. 7-2
7/2
RIGHTEOUS AUTO REPAm general
NAVAJO STUDENT NEEDS HOUSING
car repair done cheaply, 244'A North
FOR TWO :MONTHS. Prefers to share
Star Rt., Corrales. 265·4657, ask for
apartment or houae with one or more
Lee.
3/15
girls. 8118·4736.
3/10
HOME REPAffi TELEVISION SER·
WANTED TO BUY-Old Fender 'Bass in
VICE. Color, B&W. Service call $2.50,
good playing condition. Cash or will
268-4 589,
3./14
trade Gibson EBO. Rick, 256·1248. 3/16
WILDLIFE FILMS (outdoors i.e.)-FIIm
DELTA GA:MMA SPAGHETTI DINNER,
on East African Wildlife and ecology.
Sunday, March 12. 5-7:30 p.m. $1.40
POPEPOY HALL, Thursday, March 16,
adults, $.85 children. Babysitting avail·
7:15 P.m. Don't miss this last Audubon
able-50c per child. 1700 :Mesa Vista
film for the season.
3/14
NE. Bring a Mend.
3/10
IT'S FREE-Academic advisors available
ASTROLOGY INSTRUCTION IN ELE·
in ·an UNM departments. Call the de:MENTARY ASTROLOGY begins :March
partment secretary and make appoint14, 266·0902 for details.
3/10
~ or call 277-3730.
3/14
AGORA-We have found many students
CSC HELPING UNM grow spiritually I
using AGORA. They talk about problems
130 Girard NE, 265-4312.
3/17
of all kinds: the mont important and
PASSPORT. I:MMIGRA'rli>N, IDENTI,
lenst Important you can think of. We
·------~--sraw--llisseminnted
1nformntlon from -- FICATIO}I vhoto. Fast, Inexpensive,
pleasing, Near UNM. -can 266-2444 ur
'
drugs to degree requirements, And oc·
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
1/28
caslonal)y we have actually helped peoPle through crises. Use us If you need
:MARRIED
AND
SINGLE
students.
Hosus, 277·3013, NW corner Mesa Vis~ tfn
Pitalization insurance, Pays up to $450,
for maternity, For information, teleNAVY 13 button pants are In at Uncle
phone, 242-1217.
3/23
Sam's, 111 Harvard, als() Western-cut
jean shirts, workahirts always $3.00.
51 FORSALE
3/13
Lf.~lD!flPTl
'PPCI'RT F"!rf<:; • 'l'h<> n11ilv
WALK TO UNM from this 4 BR or 5 BR
Lobo is dQing a survey on tenant/landhouse. ~eparate entrance to till! llL'Il•
lord hassles in the UNM area. If you
rooms downstairs. Priced In low 30'shave a prol>!~m, or have an exceptionally
Call R.E.C,A, Realtors, 268-6741 eve,
good )l:ndlord, give us a call, 277-4202,
Jeanne Geissler 299-8861.
3/16
after 5 p.m, We will not accept anonySUPERB 1968 Volkswagen Squareback.
mous calls.
Low Mileage. Like new. $1,100. IndiEXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
vidual, 842·0323,
3/23
Pants, Jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
NEW FRENCH Gltane 10-epccd bike,
knaPsacka. Upstairs at THE LEATHER·
$96.00. Call 898-1250.
3/23
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar)
tfn
TURNON1 Brainwave-Big FeedbackAlphaphone Headset, $150.00 after 7:00
2) LOST & FOUND
p.m. 266-4122.
8/16
LOST PACKAGE (library) for 1821
FLEA SALE with lots of goodies; 9,:30.
Roma. Reward no questions, 277-5306.
5:00 3/11/72; in front of Foodway;
3/16
3/10
Indian School and Carlisle.
LOST: DROWN WOMAN'S WALLET In
LEAD THE SEREPTITIOUS LIFE, '67
Johnson Gym area, Contenta valuable
• Dodge van, 266·4298,
3/17
only to owner. If found please call 3444515 after li:OO p.m.
3/10
"67 DODGE VAN, fast and surreptitiously
mobile. 266-4298.
3/16
LOST: 6 mos. old ft~mnlo Gt>rman Shcp•
herd, March 5 near U.D. U rounu con1970 JEEP CJ5. V6, hube, top, roll bar.
tact Pablo at Lobo office.
$2,600, 265-4639.
3/13

---

.. -

FORSALE

1970 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER dual
tanks, hardtop, stereo-F:M. Call 282·
5290.
8/15
HAND·:MADE LEATHER PANTS, Cus·
tom. Reasonable price. Experienced. 282·
6894.
.
THIS AD worth an additional 10% otf
any art HUPPlies at ART STUF', 1824
Centra). Expires 3/17. Treat yourself to
our Rembrandt professional oils this
week.
8/15
1971 YAMAHA 200, electri-stnrter, 2300
miles, almost new, $600,00, 842-0486.
3/15
1969 VW. Good condition-best olfermust sell. Reid, 265-1698.
3/15
TENNIS ANYONE 'l Come to Olympic
Sports Tennis Shoppe. Across from
UNM Tennis Courts on Girard Blvd. On
the Triangle. Wilson, Head, Davis, Dunlop.
8/15
1969 DATSUN Station WB!l'on, roofrack,
radio, air conditioning, clean, 898-4260.
-------------------8/13
1948 CROSLEY Super Sport, 255·1021.
SANDALS: All sizes, hand tooled at the
right price •• , THE LEATHERBACK
tfn
TUR'l'LE, 2938 :Monte Vista NE.
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $80·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 265-5987.
6/2
1964 VW Squareback-needs some work.
242-6526, evenings.
3/14
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING :MA·
CHINES equipped to do most anything, $49.115.-Cash or Terms•.Open 'l
days a week, United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE.
tfn

Ecology Committee

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW :MOD• .f.OB Garrat<d Turn·
table, $38. 842-6404
8/14
1950 CHEVY .PICK-UP TRUQK, Running
good, excellent deal. $150; 1\egotiable.
612 Univesrlty Ave. NE. Cor:7,
3/14
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT, Save
40o/o-Diamonds and custom bal\ds,
Charlie Rome~844-6349.
4/9
PHOTOGRAPiuc SUPPLIES. student
discount OJl everything in store. Darkl.'oom supplies, film, chemicals, prccessing. Southern Exposure lTD. 2818 Cen•
tral across from Yale Park. ·
tfn
JUST RECEIVED-1972 model solid state
stereo component system, complete with
AM-FM, FM-stereo radio; stereo cassette
recorder and player complete with microphone, includes deluxe BSR record
changer for only $:<\411,95, Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
:Mateo NE. Open seven days a week. tfn

The ASUNM Senate's ad hoc
Ecology Committee will meet
Mar, 1 0 at 2 p.m. to hear
•
f
suggest10ns
or so1u t'tons f or th
. e
campus parking problem, Any
interested person is invited to
attend,
The committee was formed
after UNM Regent Calvin Horn
asked the senators to examine the
problem and present suggestions
to the Regents.

Student Regent Speaks

Texas' fi'rst student unt'versity
regent will speak at UNM this
month.
Richard Moore III, regent of
6) EMPLOYMENT
the University of Southern Texas
FLS}r~ergA~~we~~0 ~AYPa:~t6~: in Houston will be on campus
9822.
3/81 ' Mar, 10·12 for a Law School
WANTED COCKTAIL WAITRESS. :Must conferen;;;;c,=.e•:...----.,....-be sharp. Quarters Lounge, 247·0~Jf.i -~6 ) EMPLOYMENT
NEED immediately part-time babysltt;;::
Monday through Friday-close-ln. 842·
1978.
8/14
ISOLATED N,M. Ranch. Babysitting gen·
ern! nousekeeplng for room, board and
paltry sum. Extras - complete wood
shop, potters wheel, sailplane. For details, call Gus at 842-8444, 6-6 p,m,
weekdays.
8/14

PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDS :MODELS fot'
indoor and outdoor work, Fees negotiable. Call John, 299-1044, Saturday
8-6.
8/10
YOU WON'T GET RICH-but it's beer
$$, or even rent $$ if you give it a
decent try. Sell the HARD TI:MES. 107
Cornell SE or pick some UP at the
Roach Ranch, 120 Yale SE.

ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Comm.

JOHN

FAHEY

+-··-·P-1111-I'If--1111-lln--."-PI-11-11-J+

I XEROX COPYING I
i
SERVICE
i

i 'Ve opetato the mnchinco 1

with tht=>
Floating House

1and quarante~ clean sharp 1
1
cop1es.
1
I Sulphite, RiiJple Tone Bond or f
I
Rag Bond Paper.
j
1 DAY & NIGHT i
=
PRINTERS
·
!266-2424 .. 2220 Central SE!
l Let us quote your next printing~
I job.
Across from Yale Park

I

Band

8:30 p.m.
Sun •• Mar. 12

I

l

ANTHROo
LECTURE HALL

+·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-+
BDDKS

$1.50

BOOKS, BOOKS
FINAL WEEK

CHARLIE
CHAPLININ

THE GREAT
DICTATOR
DON PAN'CHOS·
2108 CENTRAL S.E./ 247-4414

·jtu~~
FAIR PLAZA

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-Fri. !Oam-9 pm
Sat. 10 am-5 pm
Sun. lpm-6 pm

.

NOW IN IT'S 2nd BIG WEI:K

PLUS

The Second W eel< of

The Janus Festival
MAR. 11-12

......, ... 1HE

The Biggest Shocker
of Them All

"THE STORY OF 0"

ftt-'NCOis T!UJrrAur

Plf4~0P~

MAR. 13-14·1!5
MICH£lANGElO ANTONIONI'S

HELD4th BIG
OVER
WEEK

Tickets at The
Door

£1Wt~7UR4MAR. 16·17

(THE STORY OF 0) IS BASED ON
A NOVEL THAT SOLD OVER "5
MILLION COPIES"

Special Student Prices
Show Times
Cutt~roats

1:07 3:.40
6:03-8:36
11:08

Story

12 noon 2:33
4:56 7:29
10:02

3211 c::...... Nl
fii. 21S-M71

3405 CENTRAL N,E.

265. 0220

ZNTERNATIONAt.

r'orJJI.)lEE

OF

PECKINPAH'S

Starring

ooos·

!SUSAN GEORGEasAmvl
!NOW SHOWING!!
Page 8

COLOR ~~

LOBO
265·4759

NEW MEXICO LOBO

